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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an extended 'true' VHV-model 3 layer channel routing algorithm.
The algoriihm is based on the observation that. after having routed a track on either the
top or bottom side of the channel, one can define a new channel routing problem and
call the router recursively. The muting task then is reduced to making optimal use of a
track. Routing of a track is done in 2 step. For the first step. we will present a segment
selection method, which aims at reducing the channel density. The second step further
fills up the tradc and. at the same time, aims at reducing the heights of the vertical
constraint graphs.
Introduction

They have to be realized using separate 1st layer to 2nd layer and 2nd layer to 3rd layer
contacts (lii.1). It should be noticed that, unless specific actions are taken to avoid
them, 1st layer to 3rd layer contacts can appear in both HVH model and VHV model 3
layer routing results. However. most papers on 3 layer routing seem to neglect the
technologil problem and, hence, the presented routing resub often contain 1st layer
to 3rd layer contacts [lo].
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Two daterent models are being used in 3 layer routing: VHV and HVH. In the VHV
model. the router accepts pins on both the 1st and the 3rd layer, and uses the 2nd layer
as the main horizontal routing layer. In the HVH model. the router only accepts pins on
the 2nd layer, and uses both the 1st and the 3rd layer as horizontal routing layers.
H we take a bok at the papers that have been written on 3 layer routing in recent years
[1][415][9][10],it tums out that there seem to be far more papers on the HVH model than
there are papers on the VHV model. This can partly be explained by the fact that
channel routers are judged by the number of tracks in which they soke a routing
problem as the Deutsch dlficuH example, and the fact that the HVH model scores very
high in this area.
However, it is quite logical to select a VHV model in an environment where the 1st layer
is a highly resistive layer, eg. poly. Normally. we will want to minimize the amount of
routing on such a layer. It then suffices to notice that the 1st layer is one of the main
routing layers in the HVH model. The HVH model only becomes interestingwhen all 3
interconnection layers are bw resistivity layers, eg. metal. Furthermore. in a standard
cell environment we might gain more by being able to put 3rd layer feeds on top of the
standard cell rows when using a VHV routing model. than we might gain by using a HVH
routing model. because ths requires the insertionof feed cells in the standard cell rows.
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Fg.1: A 1st layer to 3rd layer conneclion can be solved by placing the 1st layer to 2nd
layer and the 2nd layer to 3rd layer contacts either horizontally adjacent. using a
planar segment on the 1st layer (a) or the 3rd layer (b). or else by placing them
vettically adjacent (c).
Termirobay

Before we can start explaining the basic principles on which the recursive router is
based, we first have to introduce some definitions.
Given a 881 of Vet?ical constraint graphs (VCG], we will construct an extended vertical
constraint graph EVCG. by introducing the nodes "top and nbm,
respectively
representingthe top and bottom channel border. and by adding an edge from nBp to
every top node of the VCG's and an edge from all the leaf nodes of the VCGs to nbanom
(fii.2).
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Funhemre, those papem that present a VHV model, do not always present a 'true'
VHV model. In a 'true' VHV model, the pin on the 1st layer and the pin on the 3rd layer
do not have to bebng to the same net. Often, we will find that one assumes that these
pins do bebng to the same net and that the router can select either pin to connect to.
Thii assumption not only considerably reduces the complexity of the routing problem, it
also seriously eflects the applicability of the router to 'real world' routing problems. The
'real world' routing problem of a standard cell layout program that generates 3rd layer
feeds over standard cell mws, requires a 'true' VHV d e l router.
In thb paper we will present an extended 'true' VHV model routing algoriihm. In fact. we
could refer to our model as a (VH)H(VH) model. i.e. the 2nd layer is still the main
brbontal muting layer, but the 1st and the 3rd layer are also used for horizontal routing.

One of the problems we immediately encounter in a 'true' VHV model. is how to realize

connections between a 1st layer and a 3rd layer pin. Because of technological
limitations,these usually can not be realied with a single 1st layer to 3rd layer contact.

In EVCG we then define for every d e ni, representing segment i, the ascendant
weight wJi) as the length of the maximum length path from "top to ni. In the same way,
we define the descendant weight wd(i) as the length of the maximum length path from
"boaomtoni. Notice that the sum of w&i) and wd(i) does only equal the height of EVCG
for nodes that are on the critical path of EVCG.
From the definitiins above, It should be clear that, when trying to decide which
segments to route on the track under consbration, we can only select segments for
which w&l.
We will refer to these segments as feasible segments.
Apart from the maximum channel density dohmd. we also introduce the local density
d(i) of a segment i=[xli,x2J and define it as the maximum channel density between x l ,
and x2,.
With respect to channel densities we furthermore introduce the span concept. The span
-,
is defined as the number of positions in the channel where the
of the channel. s
maximm channel density ddwne, occurs. The span of a segment i.s(i). is deiined as
the number of maximum channel density positions that are crossed by the segment.
Notice that the spans are deliberately defined as 'number 01 positions' instead of
'number of grid positions'. to indicate that they do not imply the use of a grid.
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that. when we search for suitable dogleg positions, we search for positionsthat are free
on both the top and the bottom side of the channel on the layer of the dogleg. Because
connected pins leave free positions on the next level of the recursion, it should be
noticed that the number of free positions normally increases as we go down in the
rewrsion. Now, since more free positions create more suitable dogleg positions, the
probabiliy that we will continuwsly find better solutions for our cyclic verlical constraints
is high (fig.4).
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Fg.2: A routing problem(a) and ks corresponding EVCG (b).
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Recursion
We observed that it is possible to derive a new channel routing problem from a given
routing problem in which we have routed a tradc on either the top or bottom side of the
channel. It simply suffices to have the new routing problem inherit the pins to which a
connection still has to be made. i.e. completely conned& pins are not inheriied and
leave free positions (fii.3). The coordinates on which we have made a connection to a
pin on the non-routingside of the channel, should be malked as blocked coordinates.
This is required in order to guarantee that any subsequent step that searches for
suitable dogleg or i0e positions. will skip such wordinates.
Instead of continuing with the oriQinalrouting problem, the router can then be called
again with the new routing problem being the routing problemto be solved. The routing
task itsell is reduced to making optimal use of a track. The recursion stops when the
remaining routing problem is an empty channel, i.e. when there are no more pins left to
be connected.

la I
Fg.3: Aner having assigned segment 1 to the top tradc in the orQinal routing problem
(a), a new routing problem can be derived (b).

A nice advantage of routing algorithms like the ‘greedy’ router [2], the hierarchical router
131 and the ‘Delt’ router [6], is that no special processing step is required to solve cyclic
vertical constraints. They w t soked automatically during the routing process The
reason is that these algorithms. because of the way they wolk, automatically tend to
insert @QS in interconnections and some of these @gS happen to be the jogs required to
soke the cy& vertical constraints.

In routing algorithms that do require a special processing step to solve cyclic vertical
constraints. it is common pradice to solve them once in the beginning of the routing
process and to stick with ths solution for the duration of the routing. Simplifyingthe
problem, we could say that to solve a cyclic vertical constraint, we only have to find a
suitable dogleg position. The problem is that, as the number of such positions is often
limited,we often have to senle for poor sblutions.
The algorithm we present requires cyclic vertical constraints to be solved before routing
can start. However, due to the recursive approach. we always create new routing
problems and. therefore, at every level of the recursionwe will generate new solutions
for the remaining cyclic verlical constraints.Again oversinplifying things, we could say

Fg.4 Anhough one had to settle for an externaldogle~in Me original routing problem
(a), one will find an internaldogleg solulion at the next level of the recursion (b)

Track routing

As will have become clear from the previous sections,on every level of the recursionthe
router only has to route a single track. It is the task of the router to make optimal use of
the track.
In channel routing. there are two parametenthat determine what routing resuns can be
obtained: the maximum channel density and the maximum vertical constraint graph
height. If only one horizontalrouting layer Is used, it should be clear that no solution can
be found with a number of tracks less than the maximumchannel density. On the other
hand. if no doglegs are allowed, no solution can be found with a number of tracks less
than the maximum vettical constraint graph heiiht. Therelore, in our approach, track
routing is done in two steps: the tint step aims at reducing the maximum channel
density and the second step at reducing the maximum vertical constraint graph height.

The goal of the first Step in the routing is to reduce the channel density. If we
want to route a channel in density, we have to make sure that the channel density of the
channel in the next level of the recursion is one less than the channel density of the
channel on the current level. The problem is which segments from the set of feasble
segments to assign to the track under consideration to achieve this goal. In view of the
definitions given above, ths translates to: from the set of feasible segments, select a
feasible subset for which holds that no two segments overlap and som(s(i))=sCbnnd.
Notice that the subset can and “ a U y does contain sepments i for which s(i)=O.
Because of the vertical constraints it is not always possible to find a subset which fulfills
the condition given above. Therefore, rather than trying to find a subset which fulfills the
condition. we will search for a subset for which sum(s(i)) is maximal. It is always
possible that thb maximum happens to be
in which case we have fulfilledthe
condition above, but it can never exceed shnnel.
Ah3ugh the condition given above seems to work in theory, it does not really work in
practice. In general. sum(s(i)) becomes maximal for a number of different subsets. At
first, it might seem as if it does not really matter which subset we pick. However, this is
not twe. We already indicated that. due to vertical constraints, it is not always possible
to find a subset for which sum(s(i))-shmne,. For example, we can easily construct a
channel in which none of the segments that acaunt for the positions of maximum
channel density, belong to the set of feasble segments. i.e. that wa(i)c>l for all
segments for which s(i)oO. (fiq.5). It should now be obvious that the recursive router
can easily create such a situation at one of his recursionlevels, by selectingthe ‘wrong’
subsets of segments on the higher lev& of the recursion.

The problem with maximizing just sum(s(i)).Is that this does not take into account the
effects of vertical constraints. In order to overcome this deficiency, we introduced a
priority scheme which, in its simplest form, will select segment i over segment j,
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Fg.5: A routing problem in whch none of the segments for which ,=
),d,d
i(,,
feasible segment when routingthe top track.
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although s(i)-s(i), il EVCG contains vertical constraint edges from ni and ni to
respectively nk and n,, and d(k)>d(l). This priority scheme aims at having a maximum
number of segments wilh non-zero span in the set of feasible segments at every level of
the recursbn.
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As explained a b e . the priority scheme is based on a 1-kvel bok-ahead. In practice,
we implemented a I-level W-ahead. In this scheme, we calculate for every feasible
segment ia prioriiy valve p(i). The priorityvalue p(i) is an orderedset of values:

The s(i) term still is the span as defined before. The other terms are calculated as
folbws: for every j in the wblree under ni for which w,(j)=w,(i)+y
with lcycl. set
px(i)-px(i)+lfor x=d(i)-(d--y)
ild(j)>-(dhm,l-y).
Instead of maximizing the sum of the spans, we now maximize the sum of the priority
values p(i). To sum p(i) with p(i) we sum every term in p(i) with the conespondingterm
in p(i). Furthermore.we define p(i) to be greater than p(i), if s(i)>s(j).If s(i)=s(j).then p(i)
is greater than p(i) ilp,(i).p,(i).
llthese terms are still equal, then p(i) is greater than p(j)
I p,.,(i)>pC,(i), and so on.
While in the first step of the track routing we were concerned with reducing the
channel denslty, in the second step we will be concerned with filling up the track even
further while, at the same time, trying to reduce the vertical constraint graph heights.
While in the first step we only selected complete segments. i.e. segments beginning and
ending on a pin position. here we will look at partial segments. i.e. segments only
beginning or ending on a pin position.

Fg.6: The partial routing of segment 3 on the top track in the oriiinal routing problem
(a) introduces a pin at the next level of the recursion(b) at the position of the jcg
(6.
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An important difference between muting complete segments and routing parlial
segments is that routing complete segments can only lead to the removal of pins from
the next level of the recursion. while routingpartial segments will always introduce a pin
on this level (fii.6). We will call the positionwhere this pin is introduced, the jog position
of the partial segment. as we will always find a jog there in the final routingresult.
In principle. there is little difference between finding suitable dogleg positions when we
are trying to soke the cyclic vertical constraints. and finding suitable jog positions here.
There are two basic constraintsto be satisfied:
at the routing side of the channel the jog positionshould be a free position,
in order to avoid the blodtage of a still unconnectedpin
if at the opposite side of the channel we do not have a free position. the
vertical constraint to be introduced should not lead to a cycle in the vertical
constraint graph

The first constraint only requires a sinple check and,
constraint can easily be satisfied.

as we will see, the second

ll we add a new vertical constraint to an existing graph without cycles, this can never
lead to cydes I the vertical Constraint edge is from a node ni to a node ni with
wa(i)cm,(i). We can also phraseths as: a cycle can never be generated by introducing
an edge from a ncde n, to a node n, with wd(i)>-w&j). The advantage of phrasing it this
way, is that we not only avoid cycles, tut that. at the same time, we effectively reduce
vertical constraint graph heights. Also notice that, although partial segments are not
introducedto soke cyclic vertical constraints, it is well possible that, because of parlial
segments, some of the cyclic verlical constraints that were present at one level of the
recursion. disappear from the next level of the recursion (fii.7).
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Fg.7: Although none of the segments of the original solution of the cyclic vertical
constraint (a) is routed on the top track. the partial routing of segment 2 (b) has
as side efled that there is no more cyclic vertical constraint at the next level of
the recursion(c).

In practice,we will first scan the channel from left to right tor pins which still have to be
connected to the right. For each such pin we will try to find a suitable @g position. If
such a position can be found. we will albcate the partial segment to the track. In case
mrltiple witable jog positions exist, we will take ths position for which wd(i)-wd(i)is
maximal. After having anived at the dgM end of the channel. we will repeat the whole
process, ths time scanning the channel from rigM to left searching for pins which still
have to be connected to the left.
In 'a three layer environment. we simply repeat the previous steps for the secondary
horizontal routing layers. In a (VH)H(VH) model this means that we repeat these steps
for respectively the 1st and the 3rd layer. Notice that, when routing on the 1st or the 3rd
layer, we have to chedc for horizontal constraints: we can never cross a coordinate on
whch there still is an unconnected pin on the routing layer on the routing side of the
channel.

Comaritive analvsis

It is interestingto compare the track routing algorithm presented in this paper with other
routing algorithms.

In the left-edge algoriihm. segments get assigned to a track in the order in which they
are encountered while scanning the channel from len to right. This leads to optimal
results in the absence of vertical constraints. but in the presence of vertical constraints
we can only hope that the resultswill not be too bad. Every time the IeIt-edgealgorithm
finds a segment that it can assion to the track being routed, it will do it without evaluating
the effeds ths has on the rest of the routing.

In the greedy routing algorithm, we still scan the channel from left to right, but insteadof
muting only a single track. we now route all tracks at the same time. Every pin we
encounter introduces a new segment on an empty track if it can not be connectedto a
segment previously introduced by another pin of the same net. New, compared to the
left-edge algorithm, is that segments are not restrictedto a single track. Beforegoing to
the next grid, a jog can be introducedon the current grid lo shlt a segment to a higher
( h e r ) track, if the majority of still unconnected pins of the net can be found on the
upper (lower)side of the channel. Basically, we have to conclude that a greedy router is
governed by a set of heuristic rules which aim a1 some local optimization. rather than by
a global objective.
There exist variationsof both the left-3dge algorithm and the greedy routingalgorithm. in
whiich we start from a place of h i i d channel density and then work towards the outer
ends of the channel. These vaWons acknowledge that it is bener to start from a
problem area than to assign segments more or less at random. However, focusing on
one hot spot area, still does not present a Qbbalapproach to the routingpmblem.

In the hierarchical router we reduce the channel routlng problem to a global routing
problem in a 2xn muting space.There is a clearly defined objective and the objective is
to mute every net with minimum cost. Again. this is obviously rather a bcal than a global
objective.

We believe that the approach taken in the 1st step of the track routing. represents a
global approach. AI every level of the recursJon we have a clearly defined objective,
which is that the channel density at the next level of the recursion. should be one less
than the channel density at the current level. However, with the method we presented,
the actions required to reach this local goal are evaluated in the context of the total
routing problem by means of the pmposed priority scheme. This priority scheme is
introduced to take into account the effects of the vertical constraints on the routing
problem. Therefore, while we are trying to reach our local goal, we are at the same time
trying to maximize the chances that we can a h meet this goal at the next levels of the
recursion.

dfliarll example turned upside&wn, we should get comparable results. We noticed
that the Deutsch d W i l exanple w a l l y seems to be even more difficult than it already
was, when il is turned upsidedown.

In our implementation of the recursive router we can route according to the following
sequencas:
go topdown (TD)
start at the top and a l e m e between top and bottom (TD+A)
go bottom-up (BU)
stan at the bottom and alternate between bottom and top (BU+A)
First of all, we should mention that. although we implemented a 3 layer router, we
treated the Deutsch ditficuil example as a 2 layer routing problem, i.e. we did not allow
any routing on the 3rd layer.
Table 1 shows our results il only step 1 of the abrithm is used. It clearly demonstrates
the influence of the hkahead approach. Notice that these results are obtainedwithout
panial segments. but that doglming on pin positions was allowed. As far as we know,
no solution in 19 tracks has ever been reported for ths case.
Tabl. l a

I
TD
I
TD+A
I
BU
----+-----------+-----------+-----------+---------1-0 I 21 tracks 1 22 tracks I 23 tracks
1-1 I 21 tracks I 21 track8 I 22 tracks
112 I 20 tracks I 21 tracks I 22 tracks
1=3 I 20 tracks I 21 tracks I 22 tracks
114 I 20 tracks I 2 1 t r a c k s I 22 tracks
1-5 I 20 tracks I 2 1 t r a c k s I 22 tracks

I

BU+A

I
1
I
I
I
I

22 tracks
21 tracks
21 tracks
21tracks
21tracks
21tracks

Tabl. lb
4 x 20
12 I 2 1
1 x 22
1 x 23

tracks
tracks
tracks
tracks

Table 2 shows the results with the full Mown version of our algorithm. It clearly
demonstrates the effectiveness of step 2 of the algorithm. H is welt k m that the
Deutsch difficult example has a channel density of 19 tracks. Table 2 shows that we
found different 19 track solutions (lii.8).
T a b l e 2.

I
m
I
m+A
I
BU
----+-----------+-----------+-----------+---------1-0 I 20 tracks I 19 tracks I 20 tracks
1-1 I 20 tracks I 19 track8 I 2 1 t r a c k s
1x2 I 20 tracks I 19 tracks I 2 1 t r a c k s
1-3 I 20 tracks I 20 tracks I 2 1 t r a c k s
1-4 I 20 tracks I 19 tracks I 20 tracks
1-5 I 20 tracks I 19 tracks I 20 tracks

I

BU+A

I
I
I
I
I
I

21 tracks
21tracks
22 tracks
22 tracks
22 tracks
22 tracks

Tabla 2b

Wih respect to the partial segments that are routed in the 2nd step of the track routing
algorithm, it should again be stressed that these are not introduced to solve cyclic
vertical constraints. Cyclic vertical constraints should be solved before the track routing
starts. Compared to. for example, the greedy routingalgorithm, we thereforehave better
control over how they are solved. Furthermore. due to the recursive nature of the
algorithm. we can continuously propose better solutions.

Resuns

5
10
5
4

x 19 tracks
x 20 tracks

x 21 tracks
x 22 tracks

For the sake of completeness, and to demonstrate that we have implemented a 'true'
VHV model 3 layer router, we also included (a part of) a resuil generated by our router
on a 3 layer routing pmblem (fig.9).
Conclusions

As so many others before us. we used the Deutsch diniilt example to evaluate
different algorithms and to develop the recursive router. While evaluating other
algorithms ii became clear that we often had to fine tune implementationsin order to get
the reported results. Changing a simple 'greater than' condition to a 'greater than or
equal to' condition,sometimes drastically inlluencedthe results.
Furthermore, it is clear that a router should not only work well for the Deutsch ddfiwlt
example, but for any muting problem, i.e. its performance should be insensitive to
particularities of the input data. For example, if we present to a router the Deutsch

In ths paper we presented a recursive channel router. Due to the recursive nature of the
algorithm, the router always has to mute only a single track. This is done in two steps.
In the first step we try to achieve that the channel density at the next level of the
r w r s i o n is one less than the channel density at the current level. In the second step we
will fill up the track even further. while trying to reduce the maximal vertical constraint
graph height. The merits of this approach were indicated and it was shown that very
g c d routing results are achieved.
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it should be noticed that the only Intention of this paper was to present the basic
principles of the recursive channel router. The fad that we dd not discuss problems that
are s p e c k to a gridless environment with shaded areas, does not imply that they can
not be handled by our algorithm. Our current implementation is gridless and supports
shaded area muting. Last krt not least. contour compaction has been implemented as
a completely separate module.
Besides a 2 layer routing version, we also generated a 2 112 layer routing version
starting from the current 3 layer version. For the sake of clearness. we should indicate
that we define a 2 112 layer router as a 3 layer muter which will only use the 1st routing
layer to conned to 1st layer pins. i.e. a 1st muting layer segment can only contain a
single 1st layer to 2nd layer contact. To shii from 3 layers to 2 112 layers, we only had
to be able to handle *pin Segments instead of 2-pin segments in the 1st step of the
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Fig.8:

A 19 track solution for the Deutsch ddfiiult example found by the recursive router.

Fig.9:

A 3 layer routing example routed by our 'true' VHV model 3 layer routing recursive router
implementation.

